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Introduction

The site for the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) facility was selected in 1988 after a nation-
wide proposal competition. The selected site is located in Ellis County, Texas, surrounding the
town of Waxahachie which is about 30 miles (48 km) south of the City of Dallas central business
district. This paper will describe the geotechnical conditions anticipated for excavation at the SSC
site. A general geologic and geomechanical description of rho rock present will be followed by a
summary of the site-specific conceptual design for the tunneled components of the SSC machine.
The Supercollider project will include about 70 miles (I 13 'ma) of tunnel excavation.

_SSCSite Geolog'y and Geotechnical Description

Stratigraphy

North.central Texas is underlain by a thick sequence of sc.limaentaD,rocks that dip gently
southeastward towards the Gulf of Mexico. These rocks fo_'rnbroad ncrdaeast-trending outcrops.
The units decrease in age ft'ore Paleozoic inland to Quaternary at the coast. The outcropping units
in Ellis County belong to the Upper-Cretaceous Gulf Series except for thin deposits of alluvial
material along streams and on terraces.

i

The rock units beneath the site range in age from Paleozoic to Quaternary. Basement rocks below
the c)utcropping formations consist of highly deforn').ed and metamorphosed Paleozoic rocks of the
Stable Ouachita fold belt. These rocks are overlain )_nconfo_'mablyby Cretaceous marine, near-
marine, and evaporite deposits. The Upper-Cretaceous Gulf Series unconformably overlies the
Lower-Cretaceous Comanche series. The Gulf Series includes the Taylor, Austin, Eagle Ford,
and Woodbine Groups; the Austin and Taylor Groups crop out at the SSC site. These are covered
IocaJly by Quaternary terrace de_'osits and by recent alluvium in the maodeTnstreams. There are no
Triassic, Jur_ _;sic,or Tertiary rocks in the site region.

The tunnel, shafts, and experimental halls which make up the SSC facility are located mesdy
within the A)_:;dn Chalk and lower Taylor Marl, though portions of the tunnel traverse the Eagle
Ford Shale. These three geologic units dip gently to the east-southeast, _)ndalthough the rock
units are for the most part homogeneous, beds of chalk occur in marl and vice versa. The marl
tends to slake when exposed to air, and swell if exposed to moisture.; the shale also exhibits
marked slaking and swelling tendencies. Minor normal faults with typical throws on the order of
5 to 50 ft (1.5 to 15 rra)are commonly present, but are generally fairly local in lateral extent. Site
exploration indicates that faults at the site heal with depth in the chalk, and are tight and



impermeable at depths corresponding to the tunnel level. A schematic geologic and topographic
block diagram of surfaceand subsurface conditions at the SSC site is shown in Fig. 1.

Although the Taylor, Austin, and Eagle Ford Groups are subdivided into recognizable formations,
the traditional names Taylor Marl, Austin Chalk, and Eagle Ford Shale are used in this paper. The
Upper Cretaceous units and Quaternary alluvium that form the pertinent stratigraphy for the site
are described below.

Quaternary Deposits and Weathered Rock

Two ages of Quaternary depesits are present near the site: recent stream deposits in stream
channels with frequently flooded low terraces and higher terrace deposits, probably Pleistocene in
age. The older terraces are ancient fluvial deposits that crop out on some upland surfaces in the
region.

The recent alluvium consists of unconsolidated, brown to black clays and brown silty clays with
local occurrences of calcareous, clayey sand and gravel. Thickness commonly ranges from 0 to
20 ft (6.1 m). Quaternary terrace deposits consist primarily of unconsolidated dark gray to tan
calcareous clay, silt, and sand. The basal parts of these commonly include stratified, water-
bearing clayey sands and gravels. Such sands and gravels are estimated to underlie 50 to 72
percent of the mapped terrace deposits in Ellis County. The maximum observed thickness is
about 50 ft (lt5 m) but is commonly less than about 25 ft (8 m).

Above the chalk only limited topsoil is present; bedrock weathering is also limited. Typical
combined thicknesses of these chalk overburden materials is 6 to 10 ft(2 to 3 m). Above the
intact marl at the east of the site, alteration has been more exten_ve and a combined thickness of
topsoil and weathered rock of 32 to 40 ft (10 to 12 m) may be present. Slopes in both materials
may be laid back and stabilized away from the open cut or shaft excavations with slope angles of
30 to 45 degrees from the horizontal.

Taylor Marl

The Taylor Group includes four formations. Only the lowermost Ozan FoiTnation crops out at the
site and is penetrated by the collider ring. The overlying Wolf City Formation crops out adjacent
to the ring alignment near Ennis but will not influence underground project features. In this report
the traditional name Taylor Marl is used as an equivalent of the Ozan Formation.

The Taylor Marl is characteristically a green-gray to blue-gray, fine-grained, laminated, calcareous
claystone with interbedded chalk, lt is massive when fresh. The claystones normally contain 60
to 70 percent illite and montmorillonite clays bound with a calcium carbonate cement. Thin beds
of calcareous claystone containing bentonite are present but do not make up an appreciable
percentage Of the total mass. The maximum thickness of the unit in the site area is about 500 ft
(150 m). The contact between the Taylor Marl and the underlying Austin Chalk is
unconformable, and the surface of the unconformity is of low relief.

Taylor Marl is a soft rock. The engineering properties of the Taylor Marl have been remarkably
similar as reported in site investigations from along the Taylor outcrop exposure from San
Antonio north through the SSC site (Nelson, 1987). Uniaxial compressive strength is typically
about 400 psi (3 MPa), and may range from 70 to 1200 psi (0.5 to 8 MPa). The strength varies
directly with carbonate content and inversely with water content. Lowest strength values are
typically associated with specimen failure along discrete slickensided surfaces. The weaker, less





calcareous zones within the formation are particularly susceptible to alteration if left exposed to air
and/or water.

Care will be taken to support and protect the excavation surfaces against alteration that would
jeopardize ground stability. Some discontinuity planes are present within the rock matrix but
these are likely to be tight. In open-cut slopes, local rock bolting should provide the required
support against possible planar or wedge failures. Systematic rock bolting will be necessary to
stabilize the rock in tall vertical cuts. Rapidly applied reinforced shotcrete will be used on ali
exposedproNe surfaces. For tunneling in Taylor Marl, a fi,lly grouted light precast concrete
segmental lining of nominal thickness about 7 in. (180 mm) is preferred, given that the softer, less
calcareous elements of the Taylor Marl are liable to alteration (low slake durability) and the use of
a rapidly applied, continuous, protective support structure is warranted.

Austin Chalk

The Austin Group, which will host 54 percent of the tunnel, is primarily light to medium gray
chalk (microgranular calcite) with interbedded calcareous claystone. The calcium carbonate
content of the chalk is commonly greater than 75 percent and averages about 85 percent.

The Austin Chalk is subdivided by geologists based on fossil zones and characteristics of surface
exposures. The primary lithologic characteristics that distinguish sul:x:livisions in the chalk are
variations in bed thickness, concentrations of fossil material, and thin marly zones containing
bentonite developed from volcanic ash falls. The subdivisions recognized at the surface are not
identified by these lithologic variations in the subsurface. Except for the local variations
mentioned previously, the physical characteristics of Austin Chalk are quite uniform. Thickness
ranges from less than 300 ft (90 m) in southern Ellis County to about 500 ft (150 m) in north.era
Ellis County.

The Austin Chalk is a relatively competent soft rock. Engineering properties of Austin Chalk have
been shown to be consistent in a wide variety of projects completed with excavation into chalk
from Austin through the outcrop belt to the north of Dallas. Uniaxial compressive strength is
typically about 2200 psi (15 MPa), varying from about 500 to 4500 psi (3.5 to 31 MPa). Rock
strength generally increases with decreasing water content and increasing carbonate purity. The
failure mode of the rock at low confinement is brittle.

Some spalling (superficial deterioration of the rock, leading to small-_ale rock falls) will occur if
the chalk rock is left exposed for extended periods, i.e., more than six menths. A thin shotcrete
layer of nominal thickness 2 in. (50 mm), possibly incorporating steel reinforcement, should
eliminate this problem and allow vertical temporary support walls to be maintained. Local
stabilization against block or wedge movement in vertical cuts and shafts may be necessary,
owing to the intersection of bedding planes, joints and/or faulting (normally tight) in the
excavation faces. Slope stability can be achieved by active, fully bonded untensioned rock bolts
placed at designed locations. A fight bolting pattern will be used in the main hall cuts. Some local
treatment of the bentonite and weaker shale bedding may also be necessary, using a combination
of a thicker reinforced shotcrete layer and a light pattern of rock bolting.

In the case of tunneling through Austin Chalk, a protective membrane of nominal 2 in. (50 mm)
thickness shotcrete should ensure the long-term stability in of the chalk in most cases. In the
event that a cavern excavation were attempted a systematic ground support system and staged roof
excavation would be required. This is particularly necessary given the presence of shale and
bentonite layers.
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Eagle Ford Shale

The Eagle Ford group is divided into two units in the Dallas-For_ Worth area. Only the upper
South Bosque Formation is relevant to site construction, and is c: lied the Eagle Ford Shale. This
marine shale is dark gray to black, calcareous to noncalcareous, ,: ld may ct)nta.in pyrite on
bedding planes. The upper part of the section contains bentonite seams, while flaggy limestone
beds are more common toward the base. The formation is a monmaorillonitic shale with high
shrink-swell potential. The Eagle Ford Shale is "soft" rock, with a typical uniaxial compressive
strength of 300 psi (2 MPa) and a range of 15 to 700 psi (0.1 to 4 MPa). The rock is very.
susceptible to alteration if left exposed to air and/or water.

Great care is necessary to protect and support the r_k against the onset of alteration, which would
jeopardize sidewall and foundation stability. For excavation components which produce
significant stress-relief of exposed Eagle Ford Shale, in situ support measures will be necessary.
Drilled piers are used in the construction models to reduce lateral and vertical deflections in the
sidewall and foundation areas of large excavations. Little tunnel excavation experience has been
gained in this material to date, but the shale has shown itself to be highly susceptible to alteration,
and will require careful protection and support, possibly using a precast concrete liner, similar to
that of the Taylor Marl.

General Structural Geologic Setting

The Dallas-Fort Worth SSC Site is in a tectonically stable region on the eastern margin of the
Texas Crbr.on separated from the East Texas embayment by the Ouachita fold belt. The Ouachita
system developed during Paleozoic time and exists now as an eroded and buried mountain range
extending across Texas a_ underlying part of Ellis County. The East Texas embayment is part of
the Gui.f Basin and contains Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments. During mid-Tertiary subsidence of
the Gulf Basin, an extensional stress par'temdeveloped along the margin of the Craton. These
stresses produced down-to-the-coast faulting, now long inactive, lowering the base level of
streams and increasing erosion rates in the then-exposed Cretaceous sediments.

The Balcones fault zone was the first to form in the series of now-inactive basin margin normal
fault zones. Most faults of the Balcones system in the site area strike east-northeast and are down-
to-the-east dip-slip normal fzalts. Maximum displacement on individual faults in the project area
is approxirnately 100 ft (30 m). Fault planes normally dip at about 70 degre_es, Shear zones are
generally not present. A regional study of lineaments shows ',hat few lineaments exist in this area.
Because fracture density is generally related to lineament density, there are probably fewer
fractures in this area than in the same rock units to the south. This scarcity of fractures seems
correlated with termination of the Balcones Fault System in the Dallas area.

Displacements across the Balcones fault zone are much larger to the south of the site in south-
central and southwest Texas and die out northward in the Dallas area. In the area of the collider
site, Balcones-age (Miocene) faulting ended about 11 million years ago, and no evidence of later
faulting is found in younger rocks. The stresses that originally induced the Balcones zone faulting
are no longer present.

Geohydrology

The geohydrologic regime of the site is ideal for constructing and operating the SSC. Ali
permanent facilities will be founded in Cre,,aceous sedimentary aquitards. None of these
formations contain free water in primary pore spaces. Free water is not present except in near-
surface weathered zones and in relatively shallow open joints.
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The site lies totally within the Trinity River basin. The major watersheds in the immediate project
vicinity, listed from north to south, include Red Oak, Waxahachie, and Chambers Creeks. These
streams and their major tributaries generally flow in an easterly or southeasterly direction across
Ellis County, Only small quantifies of groundwater are available from ancient Quaternary terrace
alluvial deposits, found in some of the upland stream divides in the eastern and southern areas of
the site. Modem stream valley alluvium is restricted to active channels and flood plans, and is
again a limited source of groundwater. Because the terrace deposits and stream valley alluvium
overlie im_nneable Austin Chalk and Taylor Marl, the groundwater in these deposits is perched.
Recharge to the alluvium is from l_al precipitation, and in some instances from adjacent streams.

The Eagle Ford Shale, Austin Chalk, and Taylor Marl together comprise a thick aquitard
immediately beneath ground surface at the SSC ring site; ali three bedrocks exhibit hydraulic
conductivities less than 10-7 cm/s (2x10 -7 ft/min). The Eagle Ford Shale, which is about 460 ft
(140 m) thick, separates the Austin Chalk from the shallowest regional aquifer, the Woodbine
group. Groundwater movement through the marl, chalk, and shale is restricted by the low
hydraulic conductivities. Much of this confining system, or aquitard, is thought to be
unsaturated, that is, pores are incompletely filled with water. Zones of saturated groundwater
might be perched locally in somewhat more permeable parts of the aquitard, which themselves
have too low a permeabilit3, to yield water at appreciable rates of flow.

Geomechanical Parameters

Table 1 lists representative average values and ranges in value for physical properties of the Austin
Chalk, Taylor Marl, and Eagle Ford Shale, determined from on-site geotechnical investigation;
these values are quite consistent throughout the outcrop region from San Antonio northward to
Dallas (TNRLC, I987).

Given the delicate nature and large scale of the excavatioa works, it will be necessary to install in
situ monitoring equipment around the openings to study the behavior and evolution of the rock
mass movement as a function of time and excavation phase. The monitoring will commence prior
to excavation and maintained for the life of the structure wherever possible. Such instrumentation
will -allowthe performance and stability of the various rock structures to be monitored and the
applied support mechanisms to be optimized.

SSC Tunnel Construction

A plan view of the SSC facility layout is shown in Fig. 2. Information on the length and cross
section of each facility component is shown in Table 2. The main collider ring tunnel is about 54
miles (70 km) long, and this is the most significant element of the SSC conventional facilities.
Since the Conceptual Design Report was published by the Department of Energy in March 1986,
further study and analysis have led to refinement of the collider ring components and service area
layouts. In the current configuration, the collider ring consists of four main elements: the north
arc, the south arc, the west complex, and the east complex, as shown in Fig. 3.

Collider Ring Tunnel

The ring will be oval shaped, with the circular north and south arcs separated by the two clusters,
which are made up of straight and curved segments. Each segment is broken down into cryogenic

, sectors that consist of approximately 5.4 mi (8.7 km) of tunnel. Each sector will have a service
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Table 1

Representative Physical Properties of SSC Rock Materials (TNRLC, 1987, Vol. 3)

, ,,, , -- ,,,

Parameter Taylor Mad I1] Austin Chalk Eagle Ford Shale[21
i ii I I

Uniaxial compressive strength, psi 123-1136 (400) 642-3807 (2230) 14-670 (310)

Modulus of deformation, psi x 103 9.26--78.8 (38.3) 75-660 (356) 10.7-21.7 (17.3)
Dry dcnsity, pcf 98-135(1220) 110-151 (128) t.14-131 (120)
Water content, % 11-22 (16) 5-20 (12) 11-19 (15)

Brazilian tensile strength, psi 18--117(64) 79--405 (257) 73-174 (141)
RQD--v alue[3] 90--100 85--1130 90-100

Slake durability, % 0-55 (23) 46-97 (91) 3-22 (9)
Carbonate content, % 14-34 (23) 32-100 (85) 5-9 (6)

Absorption pressure, psi[4] 7-300 (30) -- 5-18 (40)

Absorption swell, %[5] 0.2-5.2 -- 1.0-2.6
Liquid limit 5.8-97 (80) 25-51 (30) 76-104 (93)
Plasticity index 33--70 (51) 0-28 (10) 4.6-73 (63)

,=, iIIII IIII

Notes/key:
( ) Averagevalue

Informationcould notbe obtainedor is notappficable
[1] BothfreshandweatheredTaylorM_:_:iincludedin values
[2] Only deep, unweatheredEagleFordShalevaluesincludedin list.
[3] Valuesattributedto mechanicalbreakageor poorcoring techniquesnot included
[4] Medianvalue fromsemi-logplot of initialvoid-rauoversuslog (swellpressureat virtuallyno volume

c'hange).
[5] Rangeat an approximateswellpressureof 0.I tsf= 1.4psi = 10kl_.

Table 2. Tunnel Summary

Tunnel Area Length Cioss Section• t

(ft.) (ft.)

In_0. tor
Linac 800 12 x 12
Linac to LEB 3f4 8 x 8
LEB 1,'i / i 12 (dia.)
LEB to MEB 720 8 x 8
MEB 12,989 10 (dia,)
MEB to HEB - Beamlines 1 and 2 10,252 10 (dia.)
HEB 35,719 12 (dia.)
HEB to Collider Ring- Beamlines I and 2 4,126 10 (dia.)

Test Beams 13,841 10 to 6 (alia.)
Collider Ring

North a_ld South Arcs 231,438 12 (dia.)
East and West Cluster 54,316 12 (dia.)

Abort and Dum P , _ 3120 12 (dia.)
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area (E) located at the center of the sector (for a total of 10)and a service area (F) located atthe
end of the sector (for a total of eight). Cryogenics and power are brought to magnets in each
tunnel sector at E service areas. Alcoves for cryogenic equipment and niches for electronic and
electrical equipment are located around the sector. Each service area will have a shaft connecting
the surface facility to the collider ring tunnel. Shafts will be offset from the tunnel and will be
connected to the collider ring by a short length of connecting tunnel. Tunnel muck will be
disposed of at the shaft site where it is removed.

The total length of each arc will be approximately 21.9 mi (35.2 km), with a radius of 7.5 mi
(12.1 km). The east and west complexes are each approximately 5.1 mi (8.2 km) in length and
are subdivided into a utility straight and a diamond bypass. The west cluster has a utility straight
that connects to the HEB injector and the diamond bypass tunnels. Each leg of bypass tunnel on
the west cluster will contain two interaction regions. The east cluster has a utility straight and a
diamond bypass (see Fig. 2). One leg of beam bypass tunnel will contain two interaction regions,
and the second bypass leg will be constructed,now and outS:ted with magnets only when
interaction regions are constructed in the future.

A schematic view of the geologic profile along the curved plane of the ring is shown in Fig. 4.
The left and fight ends of this cross section are at F5, at the intersection of the east-west facility
axis with the east complex. The section shown in Fig. 4 is drawn from the perspective of a
viewer in the center of the ring, looking outwards to the ring plane from F5 clockwise through
E6, F6, etc.

This tunnel profile has been developed for the collider ring that locates the ring in a plane which
has a strike of N13.7 E and an eastward dip of slightly less than 0.2 degrees. Because of the site
topography, the depth of the collider plane ranges from the presently established minimum depth
of 50 ft (15 m) to approximately 240 ft (73 m), with an average depth of about 150 ft (46 m). The
elevation of the collider ring ranges from approximately 275 ft (84 m) MSL to 545 ft (166 m)
MSL.

Figure 4 also contains identified locations of the E and F shafts, the interaction hall or experiment
areas (IRl through IR8), and identification of major surface drainages which exert a control on the
selected tunnel depth. Geologic material distributions are also indicated in this figure. Ali three
rock units present are nearly fiat-lying, with a roughly north-northeast strike and southeast dip at
about 60 ft per mi (9.5 m per km). The Eagle Ford Shale is present at tunnel level near E1 and
F1, Taylor Marl between E5 and E5, and the remainder of the ring excavated in Austin Chalk.

MainTunnelExcavation

The internalfinished diameterof the collider ring tunnel cross sectionis approximately12 ft (3.7
m) with a floor width of 10 ft (3.1 ra). As illustrated by Fig. 5, these dimensions resultfrom an
analysis of spacerequirementsof bothmagnettransporterequipmentand technical systems that
will be permanently located within the collider ring tunnel. Provisions for groundsupport
systemsincrease the diameter of the excavatedopeningin orderto maintaina 12ft (3.7 m) internal
diameter. Therefore, the conceptualdesignexcavatedtunneldiameterin the Taylor Marland the
EagleFordShale will be a nominal 14ft (4.3 m) bore. The excavatedtunneldiameterin the
Austin Chalk will be a nominal 13 ft (4.0 m) bore. The SSC projectconceptual design baseline
cost estimate assumes that ali tunnellengths along thecolliderring areexcavatedusing a tunnel
boringmachine. ,' ,,
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Table 3

Percentages of Main Collider Tunnel Length in the Different Geologic Materials

i , i ii , u

Mam'ial Fe_t Miles Percentage
..r..mi, lw .i i i _ I ,am

Chalk 155,000 29 54
Mad 95,000 18 33 ,
Shale 35,000 7 12

._ II!IHi li I

Precolt
cono'ete
Invert

Co=t-m-ptoc_
concrete

_ Tyl_col section Typical 14K:t,t<_
¢l'_k in st"_ lit marl

Figure 5 SSC Main Collider Tunnel Conceptual Design Cross Section
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The collider ring tunnel excavation will penetrate approximately 18 miles (29 km, or about 33
percent of the tunnel length) of Taylor Marl, 7 miles (11.3 km, or about 12 percent) o_"Eagle Ford
Shale, and 29 miles (46.7 km, or about 54 percent) of Austin Ch_tk. Tunnel lengths in each
material are surmmrized in Table 3.

Joints and faults are common to the shale, chalk, and marl, and aae steeply dipping (45 to 60
degrees) to very steeply dipping (60 degrees to 90 degrees) with random orientations. Joint
spacing is generally greater than 10 ft. In some places, joints are more closely spaced due to
nearby faults. Faults at the SSC site are typically inactive normal faults of the Balcones Fault
Zone. Displacement on these faults is less than 10 ft (3 m) in most instances. Except for localized
seeps and perched water tables in alluvium, the collider rir _ tunnel excavation should not
encounter the deep groundwater resources, present in a confined aquifer system located below the
Eagle Ford Shale aquitard.

Eagle Ford Shale. The oldest rock formation to be penetrated by the collider ring tunnel
excavation is the Eagle Ford Shale. Tunnel excavation will encounter the upper part of the Eagle
Ford Shale on the west side of the ring from a point near interaction region IR- 1, co a point near
service area E2. The Eagle Ford Shale is 'darkgrayish-black to black, massive and soft, with
limestone laminations. Core samples appear quite uniform, but tend to split along horizontal
part-ingswhen allowed to dry. The shale contains a relatively high percentage of bentonite and
exhibits low shear strength and marked slaking and swelling tendencies.

"I2_ecollider ring tunnel bore in the Eagle Ford Shale will be a 14 ft (4.3 m) nominal diameter
excavation and may be lined with a precast concrete segmental tunnel lining. The tunne_
excavation may be accomplished using a fully shielded, rotary TBM equipped with ripper teeth.
This TBM advances by thrusting off of the precast concrete tunnel lining ush_ghydraulic jacks.

The baseline cost estimate assumes that the tunnel lining in the Eagle Ford Shale will be a boltless,
precast concrete segmental lining one-pass system that will provide i-:itiai support of the tunnel
excavation and will als_ ._--'rveas the final lining for the collider ring tunnel. The Ikninghas a 12 ft
(3.7 m) minimum inside diameter and a 7 in. (180 mm) thickness (Fig. 5).

Eaclaforward advance of the TBM would be 4 to 5 ft (1.2 to 1.5 m). Installation of _e segmental
lining would occur i_ately after the TBM hydraulicjacks have advanced the machine forward
and have been retracted. Each segmental lining ring would then be erected within the shield of the
machine between the jacks and fi_elast lining ring that was erected. The newly installed ring
provides a bearing surface for the next forward advance of the TBM. As the lining _g emerges
from the tail of the TBM shield, pea gravel is forced into the void created by the diameter
difference between the rotary wheel excavator and the tunnel lining. Pea gravel is later grouted to
completely fill any remaining voids (Fig. 5). After the lining has been placed and grouted, a
concrete tunnel invert floor will be placed.

An alternative to the precast lining system described above would be a segmental precast lining
that is expanded outward against the ground as the liner ring erne_rgesfrom the tail of the _H3M
shield. This alternative would eliminate the need for pea gravel back-packing; however, a trailing
grouting operation would still be required.

Austin Chalk. The collider ring turmelexcavation will penetrate the Austin Chalk along both the
north and south arcs of the collider ring alignment. The southern arc of the excavation in chalk
occurs from a point near interactio_tregion lR- 1 to a point near service area F8, and the northern
arc from a point near service area E2 to a point near service area E5.
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The unweathered Austin Chalk is light to medium gray, thin-bedded, moderately hard and fine-
grained, with clay-rich layers. In outcrops, bedding thickness ranges from about 2 in. to 2 ft (50
to 510 mm). Bedding is much less pronounced in cores. Clay-rich chalk layers occur between
the thicker clay-poor chalk beds and contain varying amounts of bentonite. These compositional
variations do not affect the performance of TBMs or other common excavating equipment
operated in the chalk. Rock quality designation (RQD) values typically range from 85 to 100,
which classifies the chalk as a rock mass of good-to-excellent quality.

The collider ring tunnel bore in the Austin Ch_k will be a 13 ft (4.(3m) nominal diameter
excavation which should require minimal ground support. Tunnel excavation may be
accomplished using a hard rock TBM with domed rotary cm_erheads and disc cutters. The relative
softness of the chalk will allow for high penetration rates and low cutting tool wear. The machine
would advance forward by expanding gripper pads outward against the excavated surface and
pushing the cutter head forward.

The SSC project baseline cost estimate assumes that the TBM excavation in the Austin Chalk will
r_otrequire a continuous ground support system. Shotcrete will provide the final lining of the
collider ring tunnel in chalk. All lengths of collider ring tunnel in chalk will be furnished with a
minimum of 2 in. (50 mm) of shotcrete and a precast concrete invex_tsegment to protect the
exposed chalk surface against alteration. Localized fracture zones or zones of low chalk cover
may require some systematic ground support to be installed immediately after excavation. Ground
support may consist of random rockbolts possibly in conjunction with metal strapping, welded
wire fabric, or chain link fence as shown in Fig. 5. The baseline cost estimate assumes that 4
percent of the chalk tunnel ler_k,xh is supported by rock bolts with 4 in. (100 mm) of shotcrete
Heavily fra¢ aecl areas may require immediate installation of heavier ground support systems
such as circ'alar steel ribs with wood lagging placed between the rib flanges. Three percent of the
chalk tunnel length is assumed to be supported by steel ribs with 6 in. (150 mm) of shotcrete.
After ground support has been placed, a concrete invert floor can be placed.

Taylor Marl. The youngest rock formation to be penetrated by the collider ring tunnel excavation
is the Taylor Marl. Tunnel excavation will encounter the Taylor Marl on the east cluster and
southern arc of the ring from a point near service area E2 to a point near service area F8.

The Taylor Marl is characteristically a dark gray to dark greenish-gray calcareous claystone with
limestone laminations, lt is typically soft, but massive when fresh. Core sampler appear
uniform, but tend to split along horizontal planes when allowed to dry out. When allowed to dry
out in excavations, the Taylor Marl tends to slake, which can lead to ravelling or spaUing. When
allowed access to moisture, the marl exhibits swelling tendencies that can generate significant
pressures when restrained. Rock quality designation values typically range from 85 to 100,
indicating a rock mass of good-to-excellent quality.

The collider ring tunnel bore in the Taylor Marl will be a 14 ft (4.3 m) nominal diameter
excavation and may be lined with a precast concrete segmental tunnel lining. The TBM excavation
system used in the marl should be similar to that used in the Eagle Ford Shale as described above.

The baseline cost estimate assumes that the tunnel lining in the Taylor Marl will be a boltless,
precast concrete segmental lining one-pass system similar to that described above for the portion
of the collider ring tunnel penetrating the Eagle Ford Shale and as illustrated in Fig. 5. Similarly,
the expandable precast concrete lining system alternative discussed for the Eagle Ford Shale
would also be applicable to tunnel lengths in the Taylor Marl. After the lining has been placed and
grouted, a concrete tunnel invert floor can be placed.
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Figure 6 Typical Collider Main Ring Sector Schematic

Special Tunnel Sections

Many locations around the collider ring tunnel require construction of underground enclosures
with special cross-sections which deviate from the circular collider ring tunnel cross-section.
Locations where special tunnel sections are requiaed include alcoves and niches throughout the
collider ring, the utility region, and beam backstop enclosures at the west cluster, and diamond
bypass tunnel locations at both the cast and west clusters. Only the alcoves and niches will be
described here.

In general, special tunnel cross-sections along the collider ring will be created by excavating
outward from the circular collider ring tunnel, which will have already been constructed using
roadheaders or similar mechanized equipment. Elements of the collider ring tunnel ground
support systems, such as prccast concrete segmental lining, steel ribs and lagging, or rockbolts
and shotcrete, will have to be removed and/or modified to allow the additional excavation.

Alcoves and niches will be provided throughout the collider ring and will house cryogenic,
electronic, and electrical equipment. Refinements in technical systems analysis conducted since
1986 have resulted in a reconfiguration of alcove and niche spacing and layout. A schematic
layout of the alcoves and niches common to each sector is shown in Fig. 6. Cryogenic alcoves
arc located at each E and F shaft. Electronic and electrical niches are spaced 1770 ft (540 m)
apart, 14 in each sector. A conceptual detail of the more numerous niches is shown in Fig. 7.

Shotcrete and rockbolts may be the primary ground support system for alcoves and niches
excavated in the Austin Chalk. Additional support such as steel ribs and lagging may be required
in heavily fractured or faulted zones. Alcoves and niches constructed in the Taylor Marl and Eagle
Ford Shale may require steel ribs and lagging o_"similar ground support as the primary method of
stabilizing the excavation. Concrete could pro,,ide the final lining of alcoves and niches
constructed in the Taylor Marl and the Eagle Fc,rd Shale. Shielding will be required at the
entrance of the niches to protect electronic equipment from radiation.



Figure 7 Typical SSC Main Collider Ring Tunnel Niche in Plan View

Tunnel Components of the Injector

_ae Linac. The recommended design for the linac tunnel enclosure consists of an 800 ft (244 m)
long, 12x12 ft (3.7x3.7 m) box section of waterproof concrete construction with a finished floor
about 37 ft (11.3 m) below the top of the berm bac_dill. In addition to the personnel and
equipment access passageways to the tunnel, there is also the need for horizontal cable and
waveguide conduits at approximately 20 places between the linac tunnel and building. The linac
tunnel will be covered over its length by an earth berm. lt will be connected to the LEB by an
8x8-ft concrete transfer tunnel about 364 ft (111 m) long.

The excavation and subsequent earth cover for the linac tunnel will be by cut-and-cover/berm
method, with berm side slopes assumed to be 2:1, using the Austin Chalk spoil from tunnel and
shaft excavations. Radiation shielding will be provided with a 25 ft (7.6 m) minimum berm cover
over the linac tunnel.

The Low Ener__, Booster. The LEB ring will have a circumference of 1771 ft (540 m), and a 12 ft
(3.7 m) diameter internal tunnel section. As with the linac tunnel, the underground structure will
be waterproof concrete construction. The f'mished floor will be about 37 ft (11.3 m) below the
ground surface. Since the LEB is small, the entire ring may be excavated and constructed at one
time. Six underground enclosures with related surface buildings will be located along the LEB
ring at 60-degree intervals. The LEB will be connected to the MEB by an 8x8 ft (2.4x2.4 m)
square concrete transfer tunnel 720 ft (219 m) long.

Construction of the LEB tunnel is considered to be by cut-and-cover/berm method with berm side
slopes assumed to be 2:1 or flatter for the Austin Chalk spoil. Radiation shielding is required and
will be provided by a 25 ft (7.6 m) minimum cover over the LEB tunnel.

The Medium Energy Booster. The MEB ring will be 12,989 ft (3.96 km) in circumference and
rr'.aybe constructed using a rock tunnel boring machine ('IBM) or roadheader, and cut-and-
cover/berm methods in the Austin Chalk providing a minimum cover of 25 ft (7.6 m) over the 10
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ft ( 3.05 m) internal diameter tunnel. The sloping surface of the existing ground to the north
provides a maximum cover of about 70 ft (21 m) over the MEB tunnel, while a berm cover will be
required at the lower ground elevations near the LEB. A protective membrane or shotcrete layer

'/ with nominal thickness 2 to 4 in. (50 to 100 mm) should ensure the long-term stability of the
Austin Chalk in most cases. In local fault/fractured zones, reinforcement in association with
sho:crete or other supports may be placed. Eight underground enclosures with related surface
buildings will be located along the MEB ring at 45-degree intervals. Primary personnel and
equipment access shafts will be located at two shafts, the beam backstop at a third. The

remaining enclosures are associated with test beam connections and access shafts.

The MEB will be connected to the HEB by 10 ft (3.05 m) finished diameter transfer tunnels,
which total about 10,000 ft (3.05 km) in length. The transfer tunnels may be TBM or roadheader
tunnels in Austin Chalk. Access shafts are provided for each of the transfer tunnel

The High Energy Booster. The basic 12 ft (3.66 m) internal diameter HEB tunnel will be
approximately 35,719 ft (10.9 km) in circumference. Current geotechnical data indicates
excavation will primarily be through Austin Chalk but some Eagle Ford Shale will be
encountered.

Various underground enclosures with related shafts and surface buildings will be located along the
HEB ring. In addition to the various electrical niches, cryogenic alcoves, and shaft bases similar
to those described for the collider tunnel, there will be several specialized underground areas
distinct from the basic HEB tunnel. HEB beam abort backstops will be located underground near
two shaft access points. Along a section at the east of the HEB, the tunnel will be enlarged to at
least 13 ft (4.0 m) diameter to provide space for cryogenic bypass lines. The injection transfer
tunnels from the MEB will intersect the HEB tunnel tangentially at two locations along the
southern part of the HEB. Along the west portion of the HEB, there will be a considerable
concentration of specialized underground areas, both for the HEB and the collider ring directly
below.

The tunnels connecting the HEB with the collider ring tunnel may be constructed using
conventional underground excavation techniques such as a TBM or roadheader. The intersection
between the HEB transfer tunnels and the collider ring tunnel will occur in the Eagle Ford Shale
and may require systematic ground support because of the enlargements created by the intersection
in the shale. Depending upon the excavation method chosen by contractor and the contract timing,
i.e., which structure is in piace first, ground support systems may include steel ribs and lagging
with shotcrete. Concrete may provide the final lining of the injection region.

Concluding Remarks

The SSC tunnel, shaft and hall complex will be excavated in the Austin Chalk and the Taylor
Marl. In addition, despite optimization of the main tunnel profile in an attempt to minimize the
impact of Eagle Ford Shale, some tunnel excavation in this medium will also be necessary. The
site is overlain by comparatively shallow overburdens normally less than 50 ft (15 m) deep.
Some local superficial water tables are present in the overburdens, but the host rocks themselves
are unsaturated.

A significant amount of early site-specific information was gathered by the State of Texas for their
proposal, and extensive additions to this information data base are now being made to more
precisely define the subsurface geology along the alignment prior to final adoption of the ring
profde. In addition, a considerable amount of underground construction experience has been



accumulated in the principal host rocks, and a special study is currently underway to build a case
history data base. Tunnel boring machines have been used successfully in both the Austin Chalk
and Taylor Marl, and the progress of several non-SSC tunnel projects in the Dallas and San
Antonio areas is being closely monitored. Quarry excavations are also common in the Austin
Chalk for cement production, but no cavern openings comparable in size to those proposed for the
SSC have been completed in any of the three materials.

The rock at the SSC site is relatively impermeable; any local water seepage associated with
fracture flow will be captured and channeled to the tunnel floor invert before the lining is applied.
In any highly fractttred zones, provision will be made to accommodate intermittent water inflow
associated with surface runoff and flow from surficial perched aquifers. In general, the tunnel
will lie well above a deep confined aquifer. However, local grouting may be necessary to limit
permeabilities in weather,xi rock, as tunnel slopes will be very low and inadequate to support
gravity drainage of any large water influx.

For the main collider tunnel, a 12 ft (3.67 m) finished diameter circular excavation profile is
planned, with the actual excavated diameter depending on construction support and installed lining
dimensions. Excavated diameter may be adapted to contractor's specifications as long as lateral
and vertical clearances around magnets are maintained in the completed facility. A 6 in. (150
mm) clearance is accommodated in the tunnel profile to allow for errors in tunnel alignment during
excavation and support. Final cross section detemaination will be made once ali laboratory
installations have bezn defined, and ongoing process which receives continuing updates. This
optimization considerations will include potential to incorporate horseshoe cross section variants.
However, given the tunnel drive length and suitability of the rock strata, full-face tunnel boring
machines appear to offer the best meanse of main collider tunnel excavation.

Long tunnel contract lengths, from 5 to 15 mi (Sto 24 km), are being considered. Advance rat_
well in excess of 3000 ft (1000 m) per month are attainable at this site.
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